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Abstract

We show that on every Spin(7)-ma.nifold there always exists a unique linear connection with

totally skew-symmetric torsion preserving a nontrivial spinor and the Spin(7) structure. We

express its torsion and the Riemannian scalar curvature in terms of the fundamental 4-form.

We present an explicit formula for the Riemannian covariant derivative of the fundamental 4-

form in terms of its exterior differential. We show the vanishing of the A genus and obtain a

linear relation between Betti numbers of a compact Spin(7) manifolds which are locally but not

globally conformally equivalent to a space with closed fundamental 4-form. A general solution

to the Killing spinor equations is presented.
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1 Introduction

Riemannian manifolds admitting parallel spinor with respect to a metric connection with totally

skew-symmetric torsion recently become a subject of interest in theoretical and mathematical

physics. One of the main reasons is that the number of preserving supersymmetries in string

theory depend essentially on the number of parallel spinors. In 10-dimensional string theory,

the Killing spinor equations in the string frame can be written in the following way [41], (see

e.g. [28, 27, 15])

(1.1)

(1.2) (d$ - ^H)4 = 0,

where \? is a scalar function called dilation H is the 3-form field strength, tp is a spinor field and

V is a metric connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion T — H. The number of preserving

supersymmetries is determined by the number of the solutions of these equations.

The existence of a parallel spinor imposes restrictions on the holonomy group since the

spinor holonomy representation has to have a fixed point. In the case of the torsion-free metric

connection (the Levi-Civita connection) the possible Riemannian holonomy groups are known

to be SU(n),Sp(n),G2,Spin(7) [26, 44]. The Riemannian holonomy condition imposes strong

restrictions on the geometry and lead to considerations of Calabi-Yau manifolds, hyper Kahler

manifolds, parallel G2 manifolds, parallel Spin(7) manifolds. All of them are of great interest

in mathematics (see [30] for precise discussions) as well as in high-energy physics, string theory

[35].

It is happened that the geometry of these spaces is too restrictive for various questions

in string theory [34, 39, 22]. It seems that a 'nice' mathematical generalization of Calabi-

Yau manifolds, hyper Kahler manifolds, parallel Gi manifolds, parallel Spin(7) manifolds is

to consider linear connections with skew-symmetric torsion and with holonomy contained in

SU{n),Sp(n),G2,Spin(7).

A remarkable fact is that the existence (in small dimensions) of a parallel spinor with respect

to a metric connection with skew-symmetric torsion determines the connection in a unique way

in the cases when its holonomy group is a subgroup of SU, Sp, G2 provided additional differential

conditions on the structure are fulfilled [41, 15]. The uniqueness property leads to the idea that

it is worth to study the geometry of such a connection with torsion, besides the interests in

physics [35, 22], by pure mathematical reasons expecting to get information about the curvature

of the metric, Betti numbers, Hodge numbers, .A-genus etc. In fact, a connection with skew

symmetric torsion preserving a given complex structure on a Hermitian manifold was used by

Bismut [3] to prove local index formula for the Dolbeault operator when the manifold is not

Kahler. Following this idea, a vanishing theorems for the Dolbeault cohomology on a compact

Hermitian non-Kahler manifold was found [1, 27, 28].



In this paper we study the existence of parallel spinors with respect to a metric connection

with skew-symmetric torsion in dimension 8 (for dimensions 4,5,6,7 see [41, 12, 27, 15, 16]). The

first consequence is that the manifold should be a Spin(7) manifold i.e. its structure group can

be reduced to the group Spin(7). This is because the Euler characteristic X{S±) of at least

one of the (negative S- or positive S+) spinor bundles vanishes and therefore the structure

group can be reduced to Spin(7) [32]. Surprisingly, we discover that the converse is always

true in dimension 8. We show that the existence of a connection with totally skew-symmetric

torsion preserving a spinor in dimension 8 is unobstructed i.e. on every Spin(7) 8-manifold

there always exists a unique linear connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion preserving a

nontrivial spinor i.e. with holonomy contained in Spin(7). This phenomena does not occur in

cases of the holonomy groups SU, Sp, G2- We find a formula for the torsion 3-form and formula

for the Riemannian scalar curvature in terms of the fundamental 4-form. Our main result is the

following

Theorem 1.1 Let (M, g, $) be an 8-dimensional Spin(7) manifold with fundamental 4-form $.

i). There always exists a unique linear connection V preserving the Spin(7) structure, V$ =

Vg = 0 with totally skew-symmetric torsion T given by

(1.3) T=-<S$-£*(0A$) , e = ^*{8$A$).

On any Spin(7) manifold there exists a V-parallel spinor (p corresponding to the fundamental

form $ and the Clifford action of the torsion 3-form on it is

(i.4) T.4> = ~e.(f,.

ii). The Riemannian scalar curvature Seal9 and the scalar curvature Seal of the Spin(7) con-

nection V are given in terms of the fundamental 4-form $ by

^\\d\\2 - ±\\T\\2 + 7-6d Seal = ^ | |0 | | 2 - i||T||2 + 7(1.5) Seal" = ^\\d\\2 - ±\\T\\2 + 7-6d, Seal = ^ | | 0 | | 2 - i | |T| |2 + 7-S6.

The proof relies on our explicit formula expressing the covariant derivative of the fundamental

4-form <1> with respect to the Levi-Civita connection in terms of the exterior derivative of $.

The existence of such a relation was discovered by R.Bryant [7] in his proof that the holonomy

group of the Levi-Civita connection is contained in Spin(7) iff d$ = 0 (see also [37]). We proof

ii) using Schrodinger-Lichnerowicz formula for the connection with torsion established in [15]

and the special properties of the Clifford action on the special spinor <f>.

In the compact case, we use the formula for the Riemannian scalar curvature to show that

the Yamabe constant of one of the two classes of Spin(7) manifolds according to Fernandez

classification [13] is strictly positive. Applying the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [2] as well as

the Lichnerowicz vanishing theorem [33] we find a linear relation between the Betti numbers

and show that the Euler characteristic is equal to three times the signature.



In the last section we give necessary and sufficient conditions to the existence of a solution

to the both Killing spinor equations (1.1), (1.2) in an 8-dimensional manifold. We apply our

general formula for the torsion of the connection admitting a parallel spinor to the second

Killing spinor equation. As a consequence, we obtain a formula for the field strenght (torsion)

of a solution to both Killing spinor equations in terms of the fundamental 4-form. We discover a

relation between a solution to both Killing spinor equations with non-constant dilation and the

conformal transformations of the Spin(7) structures. In fact we show that the dilation function

arises geometrically (from the Lee form of the structure) and can be interpreted as a conformal

factor. Our analysis on the two Killing spinor equations in dimension 8 shows that the physics

data (field strenght H and the dilation function \P) are determined completely by the properties

of the parallel spinor or equivalently by the geometry of the corresponding fundamental 4-form.

2 General properties of Spin(7) manifold

We recall some notions of Spin(7) geometry.

Let us consider H8 endowed with an orientation and its standard inner product <,>. Let

eo,...,e7 be an oriented orthonormal basis. We shall use the same notation for the dual basis.

We denote by eyjtj the monomial ejAejAefcAej. Consider the 4-form $ on 1Z8 given by

(2.6) $ = eoi23 + 60145 + ^0167 + eo246 — ^0257 - eo347 — eo356

+ 64567 + e2367 + ^2345 + e1357 ~ 1̂346 —

The 4-form $ is self-dual *$ = <fr, where * is the Hodge *-operator and the 8-form $ A$ coincides

with the volume form of 7t8. The subgroup of GL(8, R) which fixes $ is isomorphic to the double

covering Spin(7) of 50(7) [24]. Moreover, Spin(7) is a compact simply-connected Lie group of

dimension 21 [7]. The 4-form $ corresponds to a real spinor (f> and therefore, Spin(7) can be

identified as the isotropy group of a non-trivial real spinor.

A 3-fold vector cross product P on It8 can be defined by < P(x A y A z), t >= $(x, y, z, t),

for x,y,z,t € TZ8. Then Spin{7) is also characterized by

Spin(7) = {a € O(S)\P(ax A ay A az) = P{x A y A z), x, y, z 6 II8.

The inner product <, > on Ks can be reconstructed from $ [13, 23], which corresponds with

the fact that Spin(7) is a subgroup of 50(8).

A Spin(7) structure on an 8-manifold M is by definition a reduction of the structure group

of the tangent bundle to Spin(7); we shall also say that M is a Spin{7) manifold. This can be

described geometrically by saying that there is a 3-fold vector cross product P defined on M, or

equivalently there exists a nowhere vanishing differential 4-form $ on M which can be locally

written as (2.6). The 4-form $ is called the fundamental form of the Spin{7) manifold M [4].

Let (M, g, $) be a Spin(7) manifold. The action of Spin(7) on the tangent space gives an action



of Spin{7) on Ak(M) and so the exterior algebra splits orthogonally into components, where Ak

corresponds to an irreducible representation of Spin{7) of dimension I [13, 7]:

A 1 (M)=A| , A2(M) = Af©A^, A3(M) = A| © A|8,

where A±(M) are the ±-eigenspaces of * on A4(M) and [4, 7, 37]

A2. = {a G A2(M)| * (a A $) = 3a}, A^ = {a € A2(M)| * (a A $) = - a }

The Hodge star * gives an isometry between A* and A8"*.

If (M, g, $) is a Spin(7) manifold then M is orientable and spin, with preferred spin structure

and orientation. If S = 5+ © S- is the spin bundle of M, then there are a natural isomorphisms

S+ = A? © A? and S- = A| (see e.g. [30]).

In general, not every 8-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold M8 admits a Spin(7) struc-

ture. We explain the precise condition [32]. Denote by pi(M),p2(M),X(M),X(S±) the first

and the second Pontjagin classes, the Euler characteristic of M and the Euler characteristic

of the positive and the negative spinor bundles, respectively. It is well known [32] that a spin

8-manifold admits a Spin(7) structure if and only if X(S+) = 0 or X(S-) = 0. The latter

conditions are equivalent to [32]

(2.7) p\{M) - Ap2{M) + X(M) = 0,

for an appropriate choose of the orientation.

Let us recall that a Spin(7) manifold (M, g, $) is said to be parallel (torsion-free [30]) if

the holonomy of the metric Hol(g) is a subgroup of Spin(7). This is equivalent to say that the

fundamental form $ is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection V9 of the metric g.

Moreover, Hol(g) € Spin{7) if and only if d<& = 0 [7] (see also [37]) and any parallel Spin(7)

manifold is Ricci flat [4].

There are 4-classes of Spin(7) manifolds according to the Fernandez classification [13] ob-

tained as irreducible representations of Spin{7) of the space Vff$. Following [9] we consider the

1-form 9 defined by

(2.8) 79 = - * (*d$ A $) = *{6$ A $)

We shall call the 1-form 6 the Lee form of a given Spin(7) structure.

The 4 classes of Fernandez classification can be described in terms of the Lee form as follows

[9]:W0:d$ = 0; W\ : 9 = 0; W2:d$ = 9A$; W :W = WX@W2.

We shall call a Spin(7) structure of the class W\ (i.e. Spin(7) structures with zero Lee form)

balance Spin(7) structure.



In [9] Cabrera shows that the Lee form of Spin(7) structures in the class Wi is closed and

therefore these manifolds are locally conformally equivalent to a parallel Spin(7) manifold and

it is called locally conformally parallel. If the Lee form is not exact (i.e. the structure is not

globally conformally parallel) we shall call it strict locally conformally parallel. We shall see

further (section 8) that these spaces have very different topology than the parallel ones.

Coefective cohomology and coefective numbers of Riemannian manifold with Spin(7) struc-

ture are studied in [43].

3 Examples:

Examples of Spin(7) manifolds are constructed relatively recently.

The first known explicit example of complete parallel Spin(7) manifold with Hol(g) =

Spin(7) was constructed by Bryant and Salamon [8] on the total space of the spin bundle

over the 4-sphere.

The first compact examples of parallel Spin(7) manifolds with Hol(g) = Spin(7) was con-

structed by Joyce [29, 30] resolving the singularities of the orbifold T8/T for some groups T.

Most of the examples of Spin(7) manifold in the Fernandez classification are constructed by

using certain Gr2-manifolds. We recall that a (?2-manifold JV is a 7-dimensional manifold whose

structure group can be reduced to the exceptional group Gi or equivalently, there exist on N a

distinguished associative 3-form 7. A Gr2-manifold is said to be nearly parallel, cocalibrated of

pure type, calibrated if dj = const. * 7; £7 = 0, dy A 7 = 0; dj = 0, respectively [14].

Any 8-manifold of type M = S1 x N posses a Spin(7) structure defined by [37, 43, 10]

$ = 77 A7 + *7, where 77 is a non-zero 1-form on S1. The induced Spin{7) structure on M is [10]

i) a strict locally conformally parallel if the G2 structure is nearly parallel;

ii) a balance if the (^-structure is cocalibrated of pure type or calibrated or belongs to the

direct sum of these classes.

There are known many examples of compact nearly parallel C?2-manifolds: S7 [14], SO(b)/SO(3)

[8, 37], the Aloff-Wallach spaces N(g,l) = SU(3)/U(l)gti [11] any Einstein-Sasakian and any

3-Sasakian space in dimension 7 [17, 18], some examples coming from 7-dimensional 3-Sasaki

manifolds [18, 19], the 3-Sasakian non-regular spaces S(p\,p2,P3) [5, 6], compact nearly parallel

Gi manifolds with large symmetry group are classified recently in [18]. The product of each of

these spaces by S1 gives examples of a strict locally conformally parallel Spin{7) structures.

Any minimal hypersurface N in Rs posses a cocalibrated of pure type G^ structure [14] and

therefore M = N x 5 1 has a balance Spin(7) structures described above.

More general, any principle fibre bundle with one dimensional fibre over a G2-manifold carries

a Spin{7) structure [9]. In this way, a balance Spin(7) structure arise on a principle circle bundle

over a 7-dimensional torus T7 considered as a G2 manifold[9].



4 Conformal transformations of Spin(7) structures

We need the next result which is essentially established in [13].

Proposition 4.1 [13] Let g = e2fg, $ = e4f$ be a conformal change of the given Spin(7)

structure (g, <&) and 9, 9 are the corresponding Lee 1-forms, respectively. Then

(4.9) d = 0 + 4df

Proof. We have [13] vol.g = e8fvol.g, d$ = e4/(4d/ A $ -I- d$). We calculate

*d$ = e4/(*d$ + 4 * (df A $)), *d$ A $ = e8/(*d$ A # + 28 * df),

where we used the identity *($A7) A$ = 7*7, i7 ,7 € A^M) denotes the interior multiplication.

We obtain consequently 9 = -±*(*d$ A $) = - ^ * (*d$ A $) - 4 *2 df = 0 + 4d/. Q.E.D.

More generally, we have

Corollary 4.2 If the Lee 1-form is closed then the Spin{7) structure is locally conformal to a

balance Spin(7) structure.

Proposition 4.1 allows us to find a distinguished Spin(7) structure on a compact 7-dimensional

Spin(7) manifold.

Theorem 4.3 Let (M8,g, $) be a compact 8-dimensional Spin(7) manifold. Then there exists

a unique (up to homothety) conformal Spin(7) structure go = e2^'g, <&o = e4-^$ such that the

corresponding Lee 1-form is coclosed, 6QPQ = 0.

Proof. We shall use the Gauduchon

theorem for the existence of a distinguished metric (Gauduchon metric) on a compact

hermitian or Weyl manifold [20, 21]. We shall use the expression of this theorem in terms of

a Weyl structure (see [42], Appendix 1). We consider the Weyl manifold (M8,g, 9, Vw) with the

Weyl 1-form 9 where V ^ is a torsion-free linear connection on M8 determined by the condition

Vwg = 9<&g. Applying the Gauduchon theorem we can find in a unique way a conformal metric

go such that the corresponding Weyl 1-form is coclosed with respect to go. The key

point is that by Proposition 4.1 the Lee 1-form transforms under conformal

rescaling according to (4.9) which is exactly the transformation of the Weyl 1-form under

conformal rescaling of the metric g = e4fg. Thus, there exists a unique (up to homothety)

conformal Spin{7) structure (go, $o) with coclosed Lee 1-form. Q.E.D.

We shall call the Spin(7) structure with coclosed Lee 1-form the Gauduchon Spin(7) struc-

ture.

Corollary 4.4 Let (M, g, $) be a compact Spin(7) manifold and (g, $) be the Gauduchon struc-

ture. Then the following formula holds * (dd$> A $) = -||cf$||2.



Proof. Using (2.8), we calculate that 0 = 769 = *d(*d$ A $) = * (d8$ A $ - *d$ A d$) =

$ + \\d$\\2.vol). Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.5 On a compact Spin(7) manifold with closed Lee form the first Betti number

b\ > 1 provided the Gauduchon Spin(7) structure is not balance. In particular, on any strict

locally conformally parallel Spin(7) manifold &i > 1.

5 A formula for the covariant derivative of the fundamental
form

In [7] R.Bryant proved that on a Spin(7) manifold {M,g, <£>) the holonomy group Hol(g) of the

metric g is contained in Spin(7) iff the fundamental form <I> is closed i.e. VS<1> = 0 is equivalent

to d$> = 0. This shows that there is an identification of V9$ and d$ (see also [37]). The aim of

this section is to give an explicit formula.

We need the next algebraic fact which follows by direct computations

Proposition 5.1 For any 1-form 7 the identity *($ A 7) = z7$ holds.

Theorem 5.2 Let (M, g, $) be a Spin(7) manifold with fundamental 4-form $, P be the cor-

responding 3-fold vector cross product and V9 be the Levi-Civita connection of g. Then the

following formula hold for all vector fields X, Y, Z, V, W:

^ {6$(X, Y, P(Z, V, W)) - 6$(X, Z, P(Y, V, W))}

(5.10) + \ {6$(X, V, P(Y, Z, W)) - 6$(X, W, P(Y, Z, V))}

^ A$){P{X,V,P(Y,Z,W)) -*(

Proof. We have the general formulas (see e.g. [31])

(5.11) (V9
X$){Y,Z,V,W) = X${Y,Z,V,W)-$(VXY,Z,V,W)-*(Y,V9

XZ,V,W)

- $(Y,Z,VXV,W)-$(Y,Z,V,V9
XW),

(5.12) 25(V^Y,Z) = Xg(Y,Z)+Yg(X,Z)-Zg(X,Y)

+ g([X,Y],Z) + g([Z,X},Y) - g([Y,Z],X).

Let eo,ei,...,e7 be an orthonormal basis and the fundamental form $ be given by (2.6). We

substitute (5.12) into (5.11). Using the expression (2.6) and keeping in mind Proposition 5.1,

we check that the right-hand side of the obtained equality coincides with the right-hand side of

(5.10) by long but straightforward calculations evaluating the both sides on the basis eo, ei,..., e-j.

Q.E.D.



6 Proof of Theorem 1.1 part i)

Suppose that a connection V determined by

(6.13) g(VxY, Z) = g(V9
xY, Z) + \T{X, Y, Z),

where T is a three form, satisfies V<& = 0. Then we have

(6.14) 2(V9
X$)(Y,Z,V,W) =

and consequently

(6.15) <J$ = - * d * $ =

Evaluating (6.15) on the orthonormal basis and using the expression of the fundamental 4-form

(2.6) with respect to this basis we arrive to a linear system of maximal rank of 56 linear equations

with respect to 56 unknown variables T(ei,ej,ek),i,j,k = 0,..,7 since T is a three form. By the

symmetries of the fundamental 4-form this system is separated into 8 linear systems and each

of them is consisted of 7 linear equations with respect to 7 unknown variables. Solving each of

these systems explicitly and using the definition of the Lee form 0 we obtain (1.3).

For the converse, we define by (6.13) a connection V with totally skew symmetric torsion

T given by (1.3). Clearly Vg = 0. Substitute (1.3) into (6.14) and using Theorem 5.2 we get

Let (j> be the spinor corresponding to $. Clearly <f> is V parallel. The Clifford action T.<j>

depends only on the A|-part of T. Using (1.3) and the algebraic formulas *(7A$).<£ = iT($).0 =

7y.(f) we obtain (1.4). This proves part i). Part ii) will be proof in the next section. Q.E.D.

Further, we shall call the connection determined by Theorem 1.1 the Spin(7)- connection of

a given Spin(7) manifold.

Corollary 6.1 The Lee 1-form of any Spin(7) structure and the projections 7r|(d$), 7rf (T) onto

the space A| are given by 0 = § * ($ AT), 7rf(d$)=0A$, 7rf(T) = - £ * {6 A $ ) .

Keeping in mind Proposition 4.1, we get

Corollary 6.2 The torsion 3-form T of the Spin(7) connection V changes by a conformal trans-

formation (g0 = e2fg, $ 0 = e4 '$) of the Spin{7) structure {g, $) by To = e4f (T - § * {df A

7 The Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature

In this section we give formulas for the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of the connection V

on a Spin{7) manifold and consequently, formulas for the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature

of the metric g using the special properties of the Clifford action on the V-parallel spinor. We



apply the Scrodinger-Lichnerowicz formula for the Dirac operator of a metric connection with

totally skew-symmetric torsion proved in [15] to the case of the unique Spm(7)-connection V

on a Spin(7) manifold (M, g, $). Finally, we proof the part ii) of Theorem 1.1.

Let D, Ric, Seal be the Dirac operator, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of the

Spin(7) connection defined as usually by D = YA=O
 ei-Vei, Ric(X, Y) = £ j = 0 R{eiyX, Y, et), Seal

X)J=o-R^c(ei»ei)- The relations between the Ricci tensor Ric9 and the scalar curvature Seal9 of

the metric are (see [27, 15])

(7.16) Ric9 = Ric+\8T+\{i{.)T,i{.)T), Seal9 = Seal + ]\\T\\2,

where (,), ||.||2 denote the inner product on tensors induced by g and the corresponding norm.

In particular, Ric is symmetric iff the torsion 3-form is coclosed, ST = 0.

Let aT be the 4-form defined by aT = 5£Lo(*e<r) A (ieiT). We take the following result

from [15]

Theorem 7.1 .A[15] Let $ be a parallel spinor with respect to a metric connection V with

totally skew- simmetric torsion T on a Riemannian spin manifold M. The following formulas

hold

3dT.V - 2CTT.# + Scal.ip = 0,

(7.17) UxdT.V + VXT.* - Ric(X).V = 0,

If M is compact then for any spinor field ip the next formula is true

(7.18) / \\Dtl)\\2dVol= f (\|W||2 + {dT.V>,V) + 2(aT.tj;,iP) + ScaZ||V||2) dVol.
M JM

In particular, if the eigenvalues of the endomorphism dT + 2aT + Seal acting on spinors are

nonnegative then every V-harmonic spinor is V-parallel. If the eigenvalues are positive then

there are no V parallel spinors.

We apply Theorem 7.1. A to the V-parallel spinor (f> corresponding to the fundamental 4-form

$ on a Spin(7) manifold to get

Proposition 7.2 Let (M, g, $, V) be an 8-dimensional Spin(7) manifold with the Spin(7) con-

nection V of torsion T. The Ricci tensors Ric, Ric9 are given by

(7.19) Ric(X) = ~l* (ixdT A *) - * (V*T A $),

(7.20) Ric?{X, Y)=l- {ixdT A * , *Y) + (VXT A $, *Y) + \sT{X, Y) + l-{ixT,iYT),

10



7.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1 ii)

Let <f> be the V-parallel spinor corresponding to the fundamental 4-form $. Then the Riemannian

Dirac operator D9 and the Levi-Civita connection V9 act on (j) by the rule

(7.21) Vx* \(ixT).*, D4> IT.4> I

where we used (1.4). We are going to apply the well known Schrodinger-Lichnerowicz (S-L)

formula [33, 40] (D9)2 = A9 + \Scal9, A9 = - £ (vg.Vf. - V^e.e.) to the V-parallel

spinor field (j>.

We calculate using (7.21) consequently that

)2<l> = 7-D*(9<t>) = ( | | | | 0 | | 2 + ISO) 4 + \(7.22) {D°)2<l> = 7-D*(9<t>) = ( | | | | 0 | | 2 + ISO) 4 + \dO.<t> + ^(ieT)4,

where we used the general identity D99 + 9D9 = d9 + 66 - 2Ve.

We compute the Laplacian A9 in the general

Lemma 7.3 Let <f> be a parallel spinor with respect to a metric connection V with skew sym-

metric torsion T on a Riemannian manifold (M,g). For the Riemannian Laplacian acting on

<p we have

(7.23) A9<f> = ~l-5T.<l> - 1

Proof of Lemma 7.3. We take a normal coordinate system such that (Veiet)p = 0,p € M.

We use (7.21) to get A9<j> = \Zi (veiieiT).<f> - ±(ieiT).(ieiT).(f?) . Applying the properties of

the Clifford multiplication we obtain (7.23) and Lemma 7.3 is proved.

Further, substituting (7.22) and (7.23) into the S-L formula, multiplying the obtained result

by (f> and taking the real part, we arrive at

(7.24) ( | | |0 | | 2 + | w ) .\\<f>\\2 = (^ imi 2 + \scal9)

On the other hand, using (1.4), we get D(T.(f)) = -lD(9.<f>) = - \ (d?6.<f> + 89.<f>), where

dv is the exterior derivative with respect to the Spin(7) connection V. Now, (7.17) gives

~l (d?9.<f> + S9.<j^ - dT.(f> - 2aT.(f> + 5T.<f>. Multiplying the last equality by 0 and taking the

real part, we obtain -g<5#||</>||2 = {dT.(f>,4>) - (2aT.*,*). Consequently, (7.17) and (7.16) imply

(7.25) (-7-S9 - \\\T\\2 + Seal9} | | ^ j | 2 + 4(aT4, <t>) = 0.

Finally, we get (1.5) from (7.24) and (7.25). Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 7.4 On a balance Spin(7) manifold the Ricci tensor Ric is symmetric and the Rie-

mannian Ricci tensor and scalar curvatures are given by

Ric(X, Y) = ± (ix(d8<f>) A $, *Y), Seal = - ^

(7.26) Ric?(X, Y) = \ (ix(d5$) A *, *Y) + ^(ixT,iyT), Seal9 = - ^
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Proof.In the case of balance structure, the torsion 3-form T = — <5$ by Theorem 1.1. Clearly,

6T = 0 and Ric is a symmetric tensor. The Clifford multiplication of a 3-form on the spinor <f>

depends only on its projection in the space A|. The 3-form T belongs to A 8̂ by Corollary 6.1

and hence, VT, as a 3-form, also belongs to A|8 since the Spin(7) connection preserves the

fundamental 4-form and therefore it preserves also the splitting Af. Hence, the Clifford action

of VT on the special spinor </> is trivial. The rest of the claim follows from Theorem 1.1 and

Proposition 7.2. Q.E.D.

8 Topology of compact Spin(7) manifold

In this section we apply our results to obtain information about Betti numbers, A genus and

the signature of certain classes of Spin(7) manifolds. We use essentially the solution of the

Ymababe conjecture [38] as well as the fundamental Atiyah-Singer Index theorem [2] which

gives a topological formula for the index of any linear elliptic operator. On a Spin(7) manifold

M this reads as indD = A(M) = indD9, where A(M) is a topological invariant called .A-genus,

indD = dimKerD+ — dimKerD-,D± : T(S±) ->• F(5T) is the Dirac operators of a linear

connection on M.

First, we notice that the expression of the .A-genus in terms of Betti numbers proved by

Joyce [29, 30] for a parallel compact Spin(7) manifold holds for any compact Spin(7) manifold.

Proposition 8.1 On a compact Spin(7) manifold (M,g,$) the A-genus is given by

(8.27) 24i(M) = - 1 + h ~ b2 + b3 + (64)+ - 2(64)_,

where 6j are the Betti numbers of M and (64)+ (resp. (64)-) is the dimension of the space of

harmonic self-dual (resp. anti-self dual) ^-forms.

Proof. The proof goes as in [30] following the reasoning of [36]. We recall the basic identities.

The formula for the signature T(M) and the .A-genus in terms of Pontrjagin classes are [25]

(8.28)15 ((64)+ - (64)-) = 45r(M) = 7p2{M) - p?(Af), 45.27i(M) = 7p\{M) - 4p2(M).

Combining (8.28) with (2.7) gives (8.27). Q.E.D.

We state the main result of this section

Theorem 8.2 Let M be a compact connected spin 8-manifold with a fixed orientation. If it

admits a strict locally conformally parallel Spin(7) structure (g, $) then M admits a Riemannian

metric gy with strictly positive constant scalar curvature, Scal9Y > 0.

Consequently, the following formulas hold

i). A{M) = 0;

= 3r(M);

12



in). 62 + 2(64)+ - 63 - (h)- > 0 with equality iff 61 = 1.

In particular, M does not admit a metric with holonomy Hol(g) = Spin(7); SU (4); Sp(2);

SU{2) x SU(2).

Proof. Let 9 be the Lee form of (g, $). We need the following algebraic

Lemma 8.3 On a Spin(7) manifold the inequality \\T\\2 > l\\9\\2 holds. The equality is

attained if and only if the Spin(7) structure is locally conformally parallel.

The proof of Lemma 8.3 follows from Theorem 1.1 and the equality 0 < \\T + £ * {9 A $)| |2 =

\\T\\2-7e\\9\\2.

Lemma 8.3 gives ||T||2 = | | |#| |2 since the structure is locally conformally parallel. Theo-

rem 1.1 leads to the formula

(8.29) Seal9 = —\\9\\2 + -59.

According to the solution of the Yamabe conjecture [38] there is a metric gy = e2fg in the

conformal class of g with constant scalar curvature, Scal9Y = const. Consider the locally con-

formally parallel Spin(7) structure (gy = e2fg, $y = e4-^$). The equality (8.29) is true also for

the structure (gy, <&y). An integration of the last equality over a compact M gives

21
Scal<>y VolgY = § / \\6\\2dVolgY > 0,

since the structure is strict locally conformally parallel. Then, by the Lichnerowicz vanishing

theorem [33] indD9Y = 0 and A(M) = 0 by the index theorem. The condition ii) follows exactly

as in [36] from (8.28) and (2.7). The statement iii) is a consequence of (8.27) and Corollary 4.5.

We derive the last assertion by contradiction with the already proved vanishing of the Agenus

and the result of Joyce [29, 30] claiming non-vanishing of the .A-genus for a Riemannian manifold

with riemannian holonomy groups listed in the condition of the theorem. Q.E.D.

Corollary 8.4 The signature of any compact 8-manifold obtained as a product S1 x TV7 of the

circle and a nearly parallel G^-tnanifold N7 vanishes.

Remark Information for the .A-genus on a compact Spin{7) manifold can be obtained if the

eigenvalues of the endomorphism dT + 2aT + Seal acting on spinors are known according to

Theorem 7.LA. In particular, if the eigenvalues are non-negative (they cannot be positive since

there always exists a parallel spinor) then the holonomy group Hol(V) will determine the A

genus in the simply connected case since the index of D is given by the V parallel spinors. For

example, if Hol(V) = Spin{7);SU(4);Sp(2);SU(2) x SU(2) then A = 1;2;3;4, respectively by

the pure algebraic arguments looking simply on the fixed spinors by the action of the holonomy

representation of V on spinors.
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9 Solutions to the Killing spinor equations in dimension 8

We consider the Killing spinor equations (1.1) and (1.2) in dimension 8. The existence of V-

parallel spinor is equivalent to the existence of a Spin(7) structure (g, <fr) [32]. Then the 3-form

field strenght H — T is given by Theorem 1.1. Involving the second Killing spinor equation

(1.2) we have

Theorem 9.1 In dimension 8 the following conditions are equivalent:

i) The Killing spinor equations (1.1) and (1.2) admit solution with dilation *&;

ii) There exists a Spin(7) structure (5,$) with closed Lee form 0 = — 4̂ d\I> and therefore it

is locally conformal to a balance Spin(7) structure.

The 3-form field strenght H = T and the Riemannian scalar curvature Seal9 are given by

(9.30) T = -5$ + 2 * (d# A

(9.31) Seal9
 =

 2 ^ 2

where A\& = 6d^ is the Laplacian.

The solution is with constant dilation if and only if the Spin(7) structure is balance.

Proof. We apply Theorem 1.1. Comparing (1.4) with the second Killing spinor equation (1.2)

we find ^ d $ = -6. Inserting the last equality into (1.3) and (1.5) we get (9.30) and (9.31)

which completes the proof. Q.E.D.

A similar formula as (9.30) was derived in [22] as a necessary condition.

Theorem 9.1 alows us to obtain a lot of compact solutions to the Killing spinor equations.

If the dilation is a globally denned function than any solution is globally conformal equivalent

to a balanced Spin(7) structure. For example, any conformal transformation of a compact 8-

dimensional manifold with Riemannian holonomy group Spin(7) constructed by Joyce [29, 30]

is a solution with a globally defined non-constant dilation.

Sumarazing we obtain

Corollary 9.2 Any solution (Ms,g, $) to the Killing spinor equations (1.1), (1-2) in dimension

8 with non-constant globally defined dilation function ^ comes from a solution with constant

dilation by a conformal transformation i.e. (g = er^go,& = e0
7 ), where (go,<&o) is a balanced

Spin{7) structure.
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